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Sports Grass
Edel Grass has an extensive artificial grass collection for sports applications.
All ‘Made to win!’ Our in-company R&D department gives us the ability to
design, produce, test and refine our artificial sports grass systems.
They are designed to offer high-quality use during their entire life span. We strive
to deliver systems that perform in any climate and can be used in all weather
conditions. Therefore we only use materials of the highest quality and work
with suppliers that can meet our demanding quality standards.

CHARACTERISTICS

SUSTAINABILITY

The best alternative to nature

Ecologically responsible produced

Year-round performance

Safe to people & environment

Uniform playing characteristics

Meets the strictest environmental guidelines

UV-stable & extremely durable

Produced with recyclable materials

Clear maintenance planning

Avoids risk of soil contamination

APPLICATION & USE
By involving us in your activities in an early stage, we are able to share our knowledge

excellence

with you and help you approach your project the right way. We strive to be your
partner, to support you in successfully building your projects.

Our sports grass systems,
Soccer

Padel

Baseball

all meet our demanding

5-a-side

Rugby

Golf

quality standards and stand

Hockey

Multi Sport

Leisure

out from the crowd.

Tennis

American Football

Playing areas

suitable for various applications,
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The intensive team sport
The exact origin of modern rugby is complex. A first form was played in France in
the Middle Ages called Soule or Sioule. At the beginning of the 18th century, a kind
of football was played at a school in Rugby, Warwhickshire, where points had to be
scored by holding the ball under the arm. Rugby was introduced to many schools in
England in the 19th century and the sport gained worldwide fame.
Rugby is an intensive contact sport in which a good surface is important to prevent
injuries. When talking about rugby, people mostly refer to Rugby Union, which is played
in leading countries. Generally speaking, a rugby field always consists out of long grass
100%
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EU

Quality - Made in The Netherlands

fibers filled with sand and performance infill, built on a shock-absorbing sub-base.

Edel Flashblade

Edel Flashblade

Performance-filled

Sand - SBR-filled rugby system built on
shockpad and bound or unbound sub-base

AFFORDABLE PERFORMER FOR INTENSIVE USE & PLAY

The Flashblade yarn fulfills the needs when a competative rugby field system according
to World Rugby standards is required. With its 12.000 Dtex and matt finishing, Edel
Flashblade perfectly covers performance infill and gives the field an outstanding natural
look. Due to its flash-shaped yarn, the piles stay upright when played intensively. Built
on a shockpad, the system complies with the requirements for rugby applications.

12.000/6 DTEX
Flash shaped yarn

Bi-directional resilience
Perfect wear and tear
Natural bicolor

1,20 mm

µM
345
Stabilizing core

Length according to

excellence

roll width
400 cm1

installation schedule,
full length to cover
width of field.

Bicolor
green

Economic and durable rugby field
Flexible flash yarn shape
Good grip and torsion properties
Optimized ball roll speed and behavior
WR Certified systems
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MORE INFO

+31 38 425 00 50 - info@edelgrass.com

Edel Powerblade

Edel Powerblade

Performance-filled

Sand - SBR-filled rugby system built on
foampad and bound or unbound sub-base

PREMIUM RUGBY FIELD FOR LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE

Sometimes it’s all in the name. In this case, we couldn’t agree more. Edel
Powerblade is an extremely durable 410 micron propellor-shaped two-tone
yarn. It is designed to build rugby systems that last and perform under the
toughest conditions, while offering optimal playing properties, perfect shock
absorption behaviour, and the lowest frictional resistance possible.

16.000/6 DTEX
Propellor shaped yarn

Bi-directional resilience
Minimal wear and tear
Natural bicolor

1,30 mm

µM
410
Stabilizing core

Length according to

excellence

roll width
400 cm1

installation schedule,
full length to cover
width of field.

Bicolor
green

Extreme durable and resilient rugby field
Natural looking field surface
Optimal grip and torsion properties
Low frictional resistance
Perfect shock absorption
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MORE INFO

+31 38 425 00 50 - info@edelgrass.com

Edel Future DS

Edel Future DS

Performance-filled

Sand - Cork-filled rugby system built on
shockpad and bound or unbound sub-base

OUR PROVEN STADIUM QUALITY & TOP USE PERFORMER

Our R&D department excelled when they designed the Edel Future DS yarn
for performance-filled rugby fields. This is a truly unique yarn within the Edel
performance-filled sport fields portfolio. Future DS has proven its status in
soccer as well as in rugby for years and still is one of the most loved yarns for
building stadium quality and World Rugby certified rugby fields.

12.000/6 DTEX
U shaped yarn

Resilient U-Shaped yarn
Good wear and tear
Natural bicolor

1,30 mm

230

µM
2X
Stabilizing dual cores

Length according to

excellence

roll width
400 cm1

installation schedule,
full length to cover
width of field.

Bicolor
green

Resilient stadium quality rugby field
Natural looking field surface
Optimal grip and torsion properties
Low frictional resistance
Solid fall protection
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MORE INFO

+31 38 425 00 50 - info@edelgrass.com

Edel Hybridblade

Edel Hybridblade

Performance-filled

Sand - cork-filled rugby field built on
shockpad and bound or unbound sub-base

MAINTENANCE-FRIENDLY FIELD WITH NATURAL ESTHETICS

A mixture of diamond-shaped yarns and tape. When a rugby field needs to offer good
esthetics besides excellent performing capabilities, Edel Hybridblade delivers. It offers
perfect conditions for intense and professional play. The combined yarns and a high Dtex
of 18.200/7, make sure that the infill stays in place and excellent wear and tear is provided.
Edel Hybridblade was used on run offs and in-goal-areas during the last Rugby World Cup.

18.200/7 DTEX
Diamond shaped yarn
+ 5 mm tape

Dual-shaped resilience
Eliminates infill splash
Natural tricolor

1,05 mm

µM
365
Stabilizing core

Length according to

excellence

roll width
400 cm1

installation schedule,

Outstanding performing rugby field
Natural looking field surface
Optimal grip and torsion properties
Low frictional resistance
Durable and maintenance-friendly solution
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MORE INFO

full length to cover
width of field.

Bicolor
green

Olive
green

World’s
RUGBY
grounds
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Hamilton, Canada

A field made to win
starts with Hi...
Do you want to examine the solutions in building or renovating your
sport field together with Edel Grass? Just start with hello.
We’re excited to get in touch and discuss all possibilities to
make your field project a winner!

or visit
edelgrass.com

edelgrass.com

Contact Edel Grass at

+31 38 425 00 50 - info@edelgrass.com

Den Bosch, The Netherlands
Edel Future DS
performance-filled rugby field
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Colourful &
DUTCH
since
1984

Edel Grass
Artificial grass. It’s been in our genes for more than 30 years.
Edel Grass nowadays is a worldwide operating, innovative and
leading company, creating artificial grass solutions beyond
our borders for sports and landscaping purposes.
By our most qualified and experienced people, a rich history
and extensive knowledge, we’ve earned our place in thinking,
supplying and building artificial grass projects.

Ni ce to m ee t You !
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Now
let’s
PLAY!

Edel Grass BV

CONTACT

P.O. Box 164
8280 AD Genemuiden

1902-016 EGS EN

The Netherlands

+31 38 425 00 50
info@edelgrass.com
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